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ABSTRACT

We propose a simple field theonetic quank model in which
the quarks are composite. This quank bootstrap is the new fea-
tune of the mode1. Applications to spectroscopy and deep in-
elastic processes are considered. A number of testabre pre-
dictions are given. In particular, the ratio

I-R = o(e-e- + hadnons)/o(e+e- * u+u-) is pre<licted to grow
linear ly with Q2 at 1east untir Vq2 , 6 GeV , where R is
about 7 , and dnop theneafter towards a value of about one.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existing models for^ hadnons and thein intenactions do
not at pnesent give a "onsistent pictune of the hadron worrd.
To be more specific we mention the following diff,iculties, closely
rerated to the quark mode1. Resonance spectroscopy and scaling
phenomena ean be qualitatively described by the constituent and
curnent quark models but the connection between the two models
is not ful1y undenstood. Thus a synthesis of both is needed.
Secondly, the bootstrap pninciple is nather werl supported by
experimental data but it is not i, .ccoodance witrt the oniginal
quark idea ' Again, a synthesis of both is necessary. Third1y,
experimental data often prove ,neliable* predictions wnong.
For example r in the inclusive reaction .*"- + hadrons several
ideas prediet $ behavion for this cross section tr] whereas

Q.the recent data indicate an approximately constant cnoss section
with Q2 between r0 to zs Gev2 . Funtherr it is generally
aceepted that a composite structure for hadnons is at present
obviously necessany to explain data on form factors, scaling,
Regge tnajectories, ete. However, no constituents have ever been
found in the rabonatory. This makes the constnuction of such
models difficult.

considen now the following two hadron models: the bound state
model of T.D.Lee tr] and the quank model with nine corored qur.:ks

['] ' rn the finst model the nucleon consists of the erementary
fields g(x) and n(x) , with Jp = L/2 and 0 , respectively.
These particles are bound together by a scalar particle 0(x)
and the intenaction Lagrangian density is
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Lt f 
r,l,,l,O 2 ilv u,l,n + l-e

u
+ if

whene o, i"s the electnomagnetic field and the couplings satisfy
k , fi (i = 1,..4) and frz/+, < 0.1 with this model one can

10obtain (*)' behavion for nueleon ereetromagnetic form factorsa'
and also approximate scaling results in deep inelastic ep seat-
tering . At the same time resonances have large widths in agpee-
ment with expeniment. But the model does not include successful
nules fon determining the hadron quantum numbers.

' The quank model, on theothen handr €xprains the multiplets
discovered in the labonatory and gives "alrpnt scaling asymptoti-
ca1ly I here we quote optimistieally the'recent results from
models with asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery (or hot cloud
or vacuum polarization current neutralization> [u] . Now, how-
ever, sealing in .*.- seems to be badly violated experimentally
r1
Lsl and therefore any quark model is in serious trouble. Tt have
insight in these pnoblems we propose a moder which is a synthesis
of the color quark model and the Lee mode, [..lur L, I

k+*f314*f,* n2Q2 0v r,t,
(1)A

2Tt0
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2. CoMP0SITE QUARKS

Let us unify the coron quark model with the Lee model an<j
see whether we then cou1d, at least in principle, explain the
difficulties of the conventionar quark mode1. suppose that the
quanks are not reaIly elementary fierds but rather composite
systems 

' a littIe like the hadrons themser_ves. we construct
the quarks of the following basic fiercrs: a charged spin L/Z
fierd u(x) , a neutnal pseudoscalar fierd n(x) and a neutral
scarar field 0(x) Lr). These meson fields are, of course,
ultimately qA systems, i.e. color singlets while the il(x)
fierd canries the coron quantum number. clearlyr the quarks
may now have also excited states q* or o(n) (n ] 1) , with
suitabre couplings and masses in the Hamirtonian, in addition
to the ,t/Z gnound state q = n(O) = (rl,ir) . The lowest ex_
cited state is a pt/z (rlr0) state. Higher excitations are
eithen (rrn) or ({ol states with g > 1 These quark excitations
centainly need a finm motivation anrl in this papen we give ar-
guments for them. Befone going into the applications let us
note that oun eanlier analysis r indicates that the couolings
in (1)r when applie<l to quarks, should satisfy t<'r,rif4rflrrf2 .

We use these estimates in the following .

2.a. Spectroscopv

A hadnonic model a 1a Bohr could be the following. The

that make up the hadnons behave like soft sphenes of finite
bound together by. the r/r type color potentiar. Because of
finite size of the quarks an6 the free field behavior of the

quanks

si ze

the



intenaction at short distances the one panticle potential
does not have si.ngurar^ form at the origin but is rather frat
bottomed as requined by the data [t ] . Thus we have the L=0
ba:ryon and meson su(s) multiplets and arso the conresponding
L- excited states, Howeven, states like N*(tl+ZO) and p,(1600)
deserve additional cane" calculations with radially excited
harmonic oscillator wave functions contradict data in the Nf
(1470) electnopnoduction [r] and in the p, decay hr] . To
avoid these difficurties we have suggested in r that the N*
(1470) and pt(1600) have the following quark content

5

xi xiand q j, q
*1 k

aol
^m

tiir Y
9"

respeetively, whene L , m , n are the usual su(3) indices
and i, i , k are su(3)"oror indices. 0therwise these pan-
ticles are 1ike their motherparticles N(940) and o(770) ,
eg. L = Q fon both and the non-nelativistic appr^oximations b
the wave functions are nodeless. such non-nelativistic approxi_
mations would be possible for high quark masses and strong
binding [r]

Any unstable baryon decays by emitting a quark. Both this
emitted quank and the tbro quark system are neutnarized into oclor
singlet hadnon states by the vacuum polarization curnent [*]
thus yielding two, or mone, hadrons in the finar state, Arter-
natively, if the decaying hadron contains q*,s , the decay takes
place by Tr (on O ) emission, ql * q + ?T (O)
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The l.x(ti+zo ) electropnoduction goes via the graph of fig. )-

and the natio ,letpyl,lx) /a(pya+ ) | is pnopontional 1

which is roughly t/6 experimentally 
[, j . Now ,r=rir'*''t:r'

and hence the above natio should also be of the order 0.1. This
ho,<ls fon the neal photodecay too. similarly, the observed pr
decays are described by the gnaphs in fig. 2. we can estimate
that fa{o'-}p?rr)/A(p'*nn)l r flfq/k tZ This is biggen than one
since f z/ f t d 0. r and fu is not much smallen than k This
was caI,ed a 'nadialrr selection rule in r From these arguments
it follows furthen that, fon example, in .*"- * r*n- (or 4n)
there should only be a weakly coupled p I state at m = L.270 GeV
stince the corresponding graph in fig. 3.a. is or.oportional to
"f z ' The first strong p' *ro,rd occur at M = 1.600 Gev or-
responding to the gnaph in fig. 3.b. whi.ch is propontional to

ndnce model, bt p dominated up to i6i = *p, = I.600 GeV.

rn high energy ?Ip and pp collisions diffnactively pr:-
duced high mass pion and nucleon excitations have been observecl

[rr] , [rr] The masses of ttrese states are at least 6 Gev and
10 Gev, nespectively. This fact eombined with the observed
inenease of the conresponding inelastic cnoss section suggests
that new degnees of freedom are being excited in these collisions.
rn r we have suggested that the production of hadnons containing
excited quark states would lead to the type of phenomena mentioned
above' rn additionr w€ angue that in 

"*.- annihilation into had-
nons such excited quanks also oceun (see seetion 2.b) fonming
heavy veeton mesons. Thus we are lead to eonclude that, for
example, inclusive pion distnibutions in 

"*"- and hadnon-hadron
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collisions should have simir-ar behaviour in panticular at large
PT values.

*-q :|q+r

Thenefone these pions behave

events would be due to the decays
q mass diffe::ence can be Iarge.
diffenently fnom these pnoduceci by

The large

, where qx

pT

and

the pnoposed vacuum polarization cunrent or hot c10ud.

2.b. Dee Pin elast icp henomena

. 
A crucial test of the present model is the calculation ofo(e'e + hadr"ons) on its ratio to o(e+e- + lr+u-) denoted usu_arly by R . Experimentally this ratio is gnowing sti11 rine_

anly with Q2 at Q2 'r, 25 Gev2 tt] while the quark model and
some other arguments give 

t:. ]

(or eonstant) (2)

whene the ei ane the quark charges. r,{ith nine coloned qua:rks
one has R = | . rn the present model there are more than nine
fermions and each quark has a form factor. Consequent ly, (2)
should now be replaced by

R=l
a

2a
1

i L ",2n=0 i * F 2 2i
9(n) (Q ) (2t)

whene ti,r,, = Fq(.,) i" the nrth quank multiplet form factor.
we must next calculate this electromagnetic fonm factor. rnp:,::_
ticularr t'r€ wish to undenstand when scaling is expected to hold
and when not.

The genenal guank eurnent openaton is

v
rr (g2 )t+

uq
8-r* ffi--tq ] unrnl (3)

j
u

=16 ].
(p' ) Y tu Fzrez)
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whene ei(g-1)/2m, is the anomal0us magnetic moment and *q
the mass of the quark. }ie assume the anomalous magnetic moment
to be very smail and neglect it [r] . The electnomagnetic
field coupres to the g(x) field with a piece ie 0 yu il ou
in the interaction Lagrangian (1) . The form factor Ft in (3)
is thus in the present model clue to the composite structune of
the quark. such form factons can be studied in the ladder appno-
ximation with the Bethe-Salpeten equation with a p'oper kennel.
such an analysis gives ,*r 2 behavior for r(Q2 ) for lange
-Q2 varues F4] Here ,^,l-*rr=a use a mone phenomenological

appnoach in the following.
I{e set tvro nequinement,fon the quank fonm facton ,0. Finst,

high energy cleep inelastic lepton nucleon data h sl indicate that
the tO is a veny s1ow1y vanying function of Q2 "t large _e2 values
and it does not seem to appnoach zero. Seconcjly, the form facton
Fq, if some kind of penturbation expansion is possibre, should
contain the effects of forces between the quark-antiquank pair.
Ir/e assume that when Q2 appnoaches infinity these forees may be
neglected and scaling is obtained for pointlike quarks F r]
rn oun moder the quar)<s have intennar stnuctune and corresponcl_
ingly the qa intenaction is more complicated. phen.rnenologically
,: expeet in tO vecton meson poles to show up at \ff " 1 Gev. rhe
qq state has the quantum numbe::s of the po. [^Je thenefone assume
that the F^ has a pole at C2 2-q,rso q l,L.,re ctL V = rn A solution fon these conditions
fon the F-, normal ized, as f-q, ,,Jrmat:-zed. as Fn(0) = 1, is

2
2 CQ

+1F )(
2q

()

a
M

2
a iM r0p

(4)
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At lange Q2 varues this approaches the value 1

lepton nucleon scaling now implies 0 .< C < 1.
'r,1 5 % scale br.eaki.ng at -Q2 tu 10 GeV2 that C ,r,

Fon the excited quark fonrn factorsF

- C. Appnoximate

We estimate fnom

0.1.

n - 1...N, we^(n) )
qmake the assumption tha_t they approach zero asymptotically. This

we motivate by non-nelativistie
bound states, namely

anguments fon hydrongen like

t hydrogen 2r / n-iQ'* 2L exp(-an) dn

a
-2(t+1 ) (s)

Thus the fonm factors of higher onbital angulan momentum states
appnoach zero faster than the gnound state fonm facton. Secondly,
r'/e have identified the o(n);(n), JP = l, states with heavy
vecton mesons, the daughters in the veneziano mode1. of these
mesons the rrf(1600) is known to exist and we assume more mesons
to exist. -InIe Darametr j ze their masses M., as foll_ows Ul=Uf *Z' GeV2
^ -' " ' N, fittins the o e7 0) and the o' ( 1 600 ) and negrecting the
i^reakly coupled p'(lzlo), Since in our model the n(n)n(n) state has
the quantum numhens of a heavy vecton meson r./e posturate in the

(02)
x

t

for"n factor F (n)
o

solution r,o0, io"

the

tl-ie F
q

existence

(n) -L.,

I
t1

n

of a polc at e?=l;? n, n=1...1.I. A

2F (n) (Q )

-2-ozslJtn
(6)q r"1

w.lrene

value

fon the o'(1S00) one has I c,

also fon a1l heavier states.

0.35 CeV ancl \,,Je assune this
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' with the enersy f in the region ^v s;V we have
several terms (6) contributing in the annihilation 

"*"- 
+ hadrons.

The corinespon<ling cross sectiun is

o (e+e- + hadrons )
r+nh2

,au [tuo,Q2l l2 * [laFor",(a2) l2l2 (7)

whene a is the nelative stnength of q

and the ratio R is

[,.n, e2)12

and *q contributions

R=l a 2 (s-)

Assumins ( 6) to be a reasonable approximation we can ptot R

in ( B) with a given N ( we expect N to be finite)
because of the finite range of the 0 exchange potential).

This is seen in fig. 4 . The present inaccunate clata fnom cEA

and SLAC indieate that N in ( g. ) is at least 12, A rower limit
for R can be obtained as fo11ows. rn rp colrisions at high
energy diffraction dissoeiation of pions into states of mass

about 6 Gev has been reported, as mentioned in section 2.a,
Ide have suggested to identify these heavy mesons as states con-
taining quank exeitations with spin > l/2 to reach the high i,,iss.
Assrlming that these states have spin one daughtere e due to

quark spin vecton couplingr w€ would expect to see vecton mesons

with a similar mass. Thus N in ( e ) should be as high as

N 't, 1.8 and eonsequentry R would bend down at the earliest
at Q2 t 36 GeYZ . Asymptotically the contributions from

the seeond tenm of (Ig:) with finite N vanish and we are left
with the nesult

a

I\t+[
n=1

Fq,^, ( Q2 )

R + 2(t- C) 2 *1 AS
2 -)6 ( g-)
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Interesting enough the measurements at SLAC and DESY next year
will extencl in energy up to 9 GeV ancl thus wilr tel1 whether
there is sume fundamental mass value in this region correspon-
ding to the bending down of R .

The vaeuum polarization current, proposecl to neutralize
the quank quantum numbers r may lead to an intenesting result
concerning hadron electr"ic charges in the .*"- annihilation
final states. The time of neutnarization of the quark pain,
into whieh the photon dissociates, increases lineanly with Vr
irr] Thus the strong colon fonce is getting softer with in-

creasing enengy" This means that the electromagnetic forces
between the quarks which_ ultimately combine to fonm hadnons in
the final state may begin toplay a nole beyond eertirj,.n energy.

The electromagnetic force is attractive between p and ; ,

n and;rn and Irl and irand I and; . Taking

into account also the color potential we see that the strongest at-
tnaction is for quark systems which are electrically neutral eolor
singlets. This wouIrl lead to an exeess of neutral mesons in the
final state with the lightestmesons being produced most abun-

dantly. This predictior, t""*" to be supported by the prelimi-
nary SLAC-LBL data trr] .

We have seen above how seale breaking maV take place i-n

the time like negion. In the spacelike region the inelastic
form facton qyA(") would decrease more napidly than the elastic
quark fonm facton to but it is onoportional to fz , fig. 1,

which in tunn is smaI1. Thus scaling holds appnoximately in
lepton-nucleon deep in elastic scattening in a limited e2 re-
gion and is smoothry bnoken witn incneasing -Q2 . pN experi-
ments at NAL will soon show whether this hoIds.
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F,lnaliy, l-et rls emphasize that we do not claim to make

accurate pred.i,:tions oz' tohave an exact model. Instead we have

ma<1e an at1emp't to unrlerstand qualitatively what kind of model

coulC Lre theirr*'Lic;rtIy satisfactory ancl would describe the data

in e n:t'ural way. In other words, we irave tried to inrlicate

what are the relevant degrees of freedom in the processes dis-

cussed above.
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3 CONCLUSIONS

fn summary, we have shown

as applied phenomenologically
that our composite quark model,

above, gives

R : o(e*"- * hadrons )/o(e+e- -) u*u]) gnowing with Q2

when Q2 i 9 Gev2 ; thus naive scaling is broken arthough
there 6re point rike photon couplings. Using the results
from ?rp diffraction data we predict R to r-ncrease at

7, rnthe
of about one

predicted,

least until iF . 6 GeV where R is about

approximate sealing in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scat-
tering whieh becomes broken smoothly when -Q2 incnea;es
because of the smoothly decreasing quark form faeton,

(iii ) increasing orinelastic in hadron-hadron seattering at tre
excitations begin to ptay a roIe,

(i)

(ii)

(iv)

(v)

/)

limit Q' -> o R should approach a constant
eq. ( I ). An excess of neutral particles is

energy where the

similan inclusive

hadnon collisions
pion distnibutions in
at high energy, and

e and hadron-

(1470) etc. and fon

states.

quark

+
e

riatunal scheme for the pr(1600), Ni
the diffnactively pnoduced high mass

0n the mone theoneticar side it goes without saying that ary
detailed quank model meets with difficurties: the moclel contains
directry unmeasurable quantities nelated to quark properties.
l'lhen Pnoposing this type of nodel one must pay great attention to
the eeonomy of the model. Any new or unconventional feature of
the model must explain as many pneviously unexD,lainable oroblems



as possible. The oresent model shows some promise in this
resoect: (i) it combines the constituent and cu*ent quark mo_
dels' (ii) it indicates how quark and bootstnap theories may.be
marnied and (iii) it helps to explain important discnepancies
between data and the tnaditional quark model. 0n the other hand,
the model is speculative at present and many questions are yet
to be solved.
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